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VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL CONTROL

Refer to the Horizontal and Vertical Control Report for a detailed description of the horizontal
and vertical control used during this survey. Refer to Appendix IV for specific times and
dates of relevant tide data. A summary of horizontal and vertical control used for the survey
follows.

C.1

VERTICAL CONTROL

Vertical control for this survey was based on MLLW at the National Water Level Observation
Network (NWLON) stations at Naples, FL (872-5110) and Key West, FL (872-4580), as well
as the subordinate station at Smith Shoal Light, FL (872-4671).
The Naples station (872-5110) served as datum control for this project. Data observed at the
Naples station was used to conduct a MLLW datum transfer to the short-term subordinate
station installed by JOA at Smith Shoal Light. Naples observations were not used for the
reduction of soundings. The Key West station (872-4580) was used for preliminary and final
reduction of depth soundings and to derive preliminary and final tidal zoning for the project
area. The subordinate station at Smith Shoal Light (872-4671) was established in late August,
2011 by JOA and was used for final reduction of depth soundings and to derive final tidal
zoning for the project area. The USCG approved JOA’s application to temporarily occupy the
Smith Shoal Light with the subordinate tide station.
All tide stations recorded continuously during data collection periods and were used for the
duration of the survey.
In order to define the most accurate final discrete tide zoning model possible it was proposed,
and approved by the NOAA COTR, that short-term deployments of a bottom mounted tide
gauge be conducted by JOA at two locations within the project area. The bottom-mounted
gauge was deployed in the Quicksands area just prior to the JOA mobilization of the
subordinate station at Smith Shoal Light and then moved to the vicinity of Boca Grande Key
following install. The bottom mounted tide gauge remained at the Boca Grande Key location
throughout the data collection period and was removed during the Smith Shoal Light
demobilization. Approval was sought and provided by the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary to conduct these deployments.
The data acquired at the Quicksands and Boca Grande Key was not used in the final reduction
of soundings. The data was specifically used to analyze the tidal processes between Key
West, Smith Shoal Light, Boca Grande Key and the Quicksands. The resultant final discrete
zoning provided by JOA models these processes more accurately with utilization of the Boca
Grande and Quicksands bottom mounted tide gauge data.
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